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·. Opinion Pictures Presents
"I laughed, I cried,
and ~hat was
just in the men's
room"

• • •

"Bigfoot came
out of the hills
for this one"
-

- Gene Sha/it

Weeki World News

m

"Where's my milk
duds?"
-

"Slimy and disgusting
behavior ... I'm
appalled"

Roger Ebert
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" I taught him
everything he
knqw s"

- John He_nry Schlegel
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- Jason

"Me&Mrs. C.G . got
hungry during this
one"
-

sizzle"

Doug Smith

" Use Not
Recommended
By Manufacturers"

- Rona Barrett

"Anyone who doubted
~is seriousness as a
Provost will have to
think again after seeing
this whirlwind display"

- Black & Decker
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Students' Rights ·Flushed as Teachers Take -Toilets
by Krista Hughes

In the wake of the faculty
parking lot crisis, UB's Central
Administration has announced
that as of November 1, as many
as one third of the University's
lavatories will be designated
"Faculty Restrooms" and will
be off-limits to students. The
announcement came on Mon
day, October 20, at an open
meeting of .the University's
Presidential Advisory Board.
UB President Steven Sample,
in an attempt to justify this de
cision, explained : "Teachers
have to have someplace to go
where students can't follow
them . . . .it has come to my at
tention that teachers are fre
quently late for classes and im
portant appointments because
students follow them into the
restrooms and begin asking
time-consuming and often ir
relevanl questions. Our plan
will bar students from certain
restrooms only during the
hours when teachers are most
like!y to be using those
facilities, specifically, between
8 if) the morning and 4 in the
afternoon."
Sample remarked, "Hope
fully this step will help to al
leviate the problem of teacher.
tardiness, which is, I might add,
through n.o fault of the teachers
"
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themselves."
Samp!e alluded to ttie park
ing situation and eommented
that the allocation of the , six
most accessible and conve
nient parking lots to the exclu
sive use offaculty and staff was
"a perfectly valid plan." How
ever, "noisy students espous
ing trivial 'student rights"' have
apparently gotten in the way of
the " smooth running" of one of
the 'administration's most con
troversial
campus-related
plans. Vet Sample does not pre-

diet that there will be much stu
dent opposition to the pro
posed
faculty
bathrooms
scheme: "There are still lots of
bathrooms all over campus for
students to use."
It is unlikely, however, that
Sample's assurances will prove
to be comforting or placating to
the student body. Under
graduate Student Association
President Paul Verdolino, in a
poorly attended press-confer
ence held shortly after Sam
ple's announcement, stated: "It

appears that it's time for all UB
students to band together once
again to protest yet another de
meaning administrative · deci
sion. I for one am prepared and
willing to take off my shirt again
and demand that students be
given back their bathrooms.''
Those closest to Verdolino
have suggested that a restroom
si,-in may be in the offing . Al
though details are still sketchy,
SA's plan would call for three
or four students to occupy each
newly designated faculty rest-

room and politely request
that teachers and staff mem
bers venture elsewhere to re
lieve themselves during the du
ration of the protest. An an
nouncement concerning · the
date of such a protest will not
be made until a day or two before
the demonstration is to take
place. Students are advised to
pay attention to the The Spec
trum, The Opinion, and the
mailroom wall for a date and
time.
cm1rinue,J 011 pt1ge /6

''Jaws of Life'' Free Trapped Studen_ts
by Barb Dwyer

The "Jaws of Life" were
needed Saturday to free stu
dents trapped in Room 108
O'Brian during a "Future In
terests" class taught by Profes
sor Mugel. The Eggertsville
Rescue Squad was summoned
to campus by friends and rela
tives concerned by the pro
longed absence of loved ones
enrolled in the course, which
meets for one hour each Satur
day at 8:30 a.m .
"Sometimes he's ·gone up
wards of four hours," said the
mother of one victim : " But
when it started getting _dark, I
knew something had gone

wrong ."
Indeed, it had gone wrong ,
tragically wrong. When rescu
ers pried ope'n the classroom,
they found bodies piled high by
the doors. Bloodied and broken
hands attested to a futile, last
ditch escape effort. Climbing
over the fallen, they discovered
some students still alive in their
seats. Too listless to move on
their own after their grueling
ordeal, students had to be car
ried into the hallway and re
vived with coffee and other
stimulants before they could
speak of the harrowing experi
ence.
" It was a nightmare!" whim -

pered one survivor. Another de
scribed it in more detail: "I lost
feeling· in my legs, my eyelids
grew heavier and heavier. Soon
I lost the will to move, or even
live. It was like breathing in car
bqn monoxide."
One poor soul was found
crouching in a corner moan
ing " the horror, the horror"
over and over. Doctors fear he
will never regain his senses.
"l,'ve never seen anything like
it,"
said one
paramedic.
"People
were
sprawled
everywhe"re, glassy-eyed; star
ing into space: Like zombies, or
something ."

Professor Mugel was re
ported in fine health and una
ware of the rescue mission . At
last report he was still deliver
ing his lecture.
When reached .for comment,
Associate Dean John Henry
Schlegel observed that this
wasn't the first time something
like this has happened . "Just
last spring," said Schlegel, "we
had to use the " Jaws" on Diane
Avery's property class. And two
years ago, we seriously consi 
dered buying our own set for.
Spiegelman's Civ Pro on Fri
days. But it was voted down by
the faculty."
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of his last film, "The Buffalo Law Dean Massacre," bring you:

i\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\- Earthquake
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PRODUCED BY:
Ineptitude

DIRECTED BY:
California Senator Ross

TITLE SONG : "Provosts Just Want to Have Funds"
-

Cyndi Lauper

" . . . A $25,000,000
extravaganza!"

Bar Review Wars WreaL< Horrible Happep.~tances
by Dana Young
It started out as a simple
name-calling contest, but by
the time it was over, at least one
BAR BRI rep lay unconscious,
knocked out by a high-flying
"Multi-State
Bar
Review
Course" book. A host of other
Bar Bri and Josephson rep's
suffered from ripped· clothing,
superficial scratches, loss of
handful! clumps of hair; and
coffee and doughnut stains .
One Josephson rep was found
stuffed under a bench, mum
mified in reels of "Hearing is
Believing" cassettee tape.
Administration offiqials, try
ing to understand what precipi 
tated last Friday's unpre
cedented event, have been
questioning students all week.
It seems that hostilities had
been mounting between the
two rival factions for some time.
Over half of UB's law students
sell bar review courses for
either Josephson or BAR BRI
(Pieper, the pacifist bar review
course, has reps but no one
knows who or where they are) .
As a rule, every rep must sell
at least two bar review courses
in order to receive a free bar
review course for themselves
(the only reason for being a
rep) . YES, given the overkill of
reps it is SURVIVAL OF THE FIT
TEST.
Up until now, the methods of
warfare have been insidious :
masked Bar Bri reps sneaking
through the law school late at
night to rip down Josephson
posters and announcements;
Josephson reps stuffing stu
dent mailboxes with "BAR BRI
SUCKS" flyers ; and raging free
pizza and beer wars on both
sides. Most recently, a clever
Josephson rep staged a " mock"
Bar Br j "free pizza and beer"
· · Page two
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open house in room 91
jacketed JR's sidled over to
O'Brian -Hall. Most invidious (as
their side. The student, quite
opposed to insidious.)
bewildered , then made a grave
mistake. He wimpered, "May I
Motivated by increasing un
just have some information to
ease and suspicion, BAR BRI
and Josephson rep~ set up their
read over from BOTH of you?"
In the onslaught of paper that
sales tables within hearing and
seeing distance of each other in
ensued, no one could be sure
the first floor hall of the law
whether a fight was going on
school. Free doughnuts and
or a ticker tape parade. The stu-
coffee were permanently af
dent
responsible
for the
· mayhem was observed running
fixed to each table .
The first few weeks of this·ar
from the scene, stuffed like a
rangement proved uneventful,
scarecrow and spitting upwads
as both sides seemed to sit at
of sales contracts and registra
an impasse, only occasionally
tion cards.
fighting over interested stu
dents.
However, as administration
officials learned from a key wit
ness, on last Friday the pent up
competitive tensions finally
by Manley Cave
erupted . As this witness re
If you're interested in the ex;
counted, it all started when a
citing field of entertainment
first year was accosted after
law, then you've probably
class by a Josephson rep (JR)
heard of famo!JS attorney Peter
who started using the "Jim
Haydirt at the firm of Stanley,
Jones"· school of sales strategy,
Miley,
Wessel,
Sherman,
purring to the student in a soft,
Smith, Mckay, Evans, Stevens,
hypnotic tone on the necessity
Oldham, Seymour, Fenton, Fel 
of buying a bar review course
ton & Feldman in New York
NOW, and the advantages of
City. Mr. Haydirt is by far one
choosing Josephson, the "per
of-the most acclaimed and rec
sonal" course .
ognized attorneys who special
Picking up this conversation
izes in entertainment law.
with hearing of a bionic nature,
Recently, I had an opportu
the Bar Bri rep (BB) yelled over
nity to visit Mr. Haydirt at his
to the student that everyone
office, interview him, and fol
who is anyone takes BAR BRI,
low him around for the day to
the "largest" bar review course.
get a feel for the practice of en
Before the student could re
tertainment law. During my
spond, . JR purred at him ,
visit, Mr. Haydirt accepted a
"You're a b ig boy now, I'm sure
case involving both the civil and
you -won't be influenced by
criminal defense of Eric "Larry" •
what everyone else does, but
Bulgaria, lead singer of the
will
make
an
intelligent
famed "Pumpkin Meat Band ."
choice ... Here,
have
a
As you are prob!lbly aware,
the Pumpkin Meat Band is a
doughnut. "
punk rock group from the Mid
At this point, a crowd began
west. The band has been ar
to form. A handful of blue jack
rested and accused of various
eted BB's took their place be
criminal' offenses during their
hind the BB table while the red

October 29, 1986

Public Safety arrived on the
scene, but not before the heavy
artillery had been called ou~. It
was an ugly scene. Tables were
overturned at each end ·of the
hall as barricades, and Multi,
state Bar Review books zipped
through the air, crashing
against floors, walls, tables,
. and occasionally hitting behind
enemy lines. The hall was
strewn with crumpled paper
balls, reels of unwound cas
sette tape, mashed doughnuts,
and puddles of coffee. All and
all, a proverbial mess.

No sanctions have been im
posed against either bar review
organization as· yet. However,
the administration hopes to
come up with a recommenda
tion within the academic year.
Marcus . recom
Professor
mended giving all students in
volved a "D", until reminded
that bar review was not a
graded course. Former Acting
Dean Schlegel was said to be
mumbling something about
"scummy and disgusting be
havior" and the decadence of
youth today,

Entertainment Law Attorney Peter Haydirt
Represents Odd Pumpkin Meat Band

0

tours, and . rightly so . Lead
Singer Larry Bulgaria often
spits and swears at the audi
ence. Bassist Darren Robinson
has occasionally beaten and
strangled members of the audi
ence with his long bass guitar
strings. Spancer Brunner, the
band's drummer, has often
taken out whole page ads in
local newspapers advocating
the use of controlled sub
stances by local youth .
Anyway, in the late afternoon
Larry Bulgaria·showed up at the
law offices to confer with his at
torney . The conversation which
followed involved a discussion
of the charges pending against
Bulgaria . Evidently, Bulgaria
became frightened at one of the
concerts when a patron, hold
ing a rolled-up poster, pointed
it at the stage. Bulgaria states
that he though it was a 11Veapon,
and at that point he started
throwing cans of pizza mix
sauce into the crowd. Several
spectators were hit with the cans
and injured, and Bulgaria was
arrested for 'disturbing the

peace.
./
After consultation, attorney
Peter Haydirt decided that• he
· would use the "refrigerator
trick" as a defense. This in
volves taking the position that
Bulgaria was merely making
pizza on stage when the cans
of pizza mix accidentally fell
onto the crowd, and that this
was unintentional. • A first
amendment claim, that throw
ing pizza mix is protected ex
pression, has been adopted as
an alternative defense.
The brief has. been drafted,
and the cases are on the docket
for trial .in November. Haydirt
and Bulgaria are convinced that
they will prevail.
I had a chance to ask Mr.
Haydirt a few questions about
entertainment law :
MC: How did you become in
terested in entertainment law?
PH : I was in a play one time
called Harvey. There was this
rabbit which kept saying sub
liminal things to me.
MC: Right. Okay, what's been
,·,m1in11l'll !"~pagt' I(:,
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Gary Peller, Law Profs Debate Definition
of Knowledge, "Intellectual Anarchism"
by Idelle Abrams
"Whatever Critical . Legal
Studies is, it is not monolithic," ·
was the final comment after
two hours of debate and discus
sion with Gary Peller, a profes
sor at the University of Virginia
Law School, and faculty from
this law school, presented on
Friday, October 17. Professors
Alan Freeman and Elizabeth
Mensch invited Peller to speak
about the nature of CLS work
to dispel the sense they have
gotten from students that CLS
is some "sinister but terribly
well 0 kept secret," said Mensch.
. _Peller began his discussion of
the "Critique of the Critique of
Power: ls There a Place for Intel
lectual Anarchism?" by saying
that his interest is in political
change and in people acting out
against authority. The problem,
however, of political organizing
on the left, as he sees it, is "how
to get people to believe they
can actually do something,"
how to overcome "people's

passivity and feeling of power
lessness" to get them to resist.
The classic liberal answer to
how to get people to resist is
the enlightenment thought that
"promised that you could resist
authority through knowledge."
Th!:! authority that reigned in
the Dark Ages - of prejudice,
superstition and mythology could be resisted through the
acquisition of knowledge, by
"bringing things to light." In
this way, said Peller, you made
"power answer at the citadel of
reason."
Knowledge is central to the
notion of spiritual elevation 'in
iiberal thought. "The whole
knowledge .enterprise is very
tied up in our culture in terms
of the middle-class image,"
said Peller.,As contrasted to the
"primitive" the person who
knows more, who has a greater
self-awareness, is deemed to
be the better person . In addi
tion, knowledge is egalitarian.
"Everyone can do the rational

exercise. This is liberalism with
all its utopian flavor," said Pel
ler.
The problem with the glorifi
cation of knowledge, however,
is the concomitant rejection of
the selt; Peller said. When yQu
begin an academic experience,
you have the sense that the un
derstanding you started with
"is somehow insufficient, that
what you think is unenlighten
ed." You suffer these feelings
of inadequacy until you learn
how to talk in the right language
and develop "some defense
about your beliefs that is more
that that's what you feel like
saying."
Peller used the example of his
grandmother to describe this
process of afienation in educa
tion. His grandmother, whom.
he knew while he was growing
up, was an immigrant from Po
land who had worked in the
sweatshops in New York City
during the 1930s. When he

started reading about that
period Peller's first impression
was, "This is really interesting.
I didn't know this. This really
,adds to my concept of what was
going on 'with my grandmother
and her friends."
But after reading for a while,
Peller was left with the feeling
that "everything that I knew
about my grandmother is bull
shit. The only reality is what you
can prove," At that moment,
said Peller, there's "a true exis
tential denial of what you know,
a repression that I experience
as self-denial." It is in this in
stant that one can understand
"that knowledge is a particular
form of struggle and power.
The knowledge that gets called
knowledge is a particular vic
tory of particular groups in a
particular time and space in the
world. That's what I want to
fight against," he said.
There are two possible re
sponses then to this situation

of knowledge and power, ex
plained Peller. One possibility
would be "to get into the argu
ment" about knowledge. The
other would be, as Peller de
scribed it, "to demonstrate that
all claims to knowledge are just
as superstitious as what is said
to be superstition. " In other
words, "the category of reason
is not a neutral category." The
methodology that Peller uses to
analyze this problem is decon
struction, which attempts to
"displace and decenter text."
He does this as an attempt to
reclaim passion, superstition,
rhythm and arationality as
forms of knowledge.
Peller then discussed three
objections that could be raised
to this analysis of knowledge.
The first problem is one of cir
cularity - that any claim which
attempts to expose the cultural
assumptions about knowledge
can itself be deconstructed. Pel
ler~s response was that "the
continued on page 4

Incoming First Year Class: Lower Scores,
Fewer Wonien, More Minority Stu·d ents
by Dana Young
How does the incoming first
year class compare to those of
the past two years? Information
provided by Ms. Helen Crosby,
our Registrar, reveals some interesting, albeit statistically insignificant, insights into the
changing composition of the
first year Law School class.
This tali. 261 students chose
to be a part of this year's entering Law School class, This figure
is slightly higher than last year,
when only 256 students were
registered, but slightly lower
\han the year before, when
there were 275 students enrolled in the first year class.
Of the 261 students who are
now "1 Ls," 158 are men and
103 are women , As a percentage, this is 60 percent men and
40 percent women, Interestingly, the percentage of women
enrolled has sharply declined.
For the past two years, women
comprised approximately 47
percent of the entering class.
This 7 percent decline in enrollment status is attributed by Ms,
Crosby to the fact that fewer

women probably applied for
admission, rather than to any
conscious actions on the part
of the Admissipns Committee,
Statistically, a one year decline

have slightly declined every
year for the past three entering
classes,
Those · entering UB two
years ago (they are the 3rd

·•-"Jh!l,;.::o..:;
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Re!ii,vtrt1r H,•len Cro.l'b_r
such as this is insignificant, but
years now) had a median GPA
the male/female ratio should be
of 3.3 and a median LSATscore
monitored for signs of further
of 36, An estimate based on an
decline,
average, versus median, score
. How does this first year cla~s
was not available for this class.
stack up academically against
(However, according to Ms.
Crosby, the median figure varthe past two? Not quite as well.
The ayerage GPA and LSAT
ies only slightly from the averscore of entering first years
age, usually affecting the LSAT

score such that it may be 1 point
higher.) Last year's first year
class (now the tremendous 2nd
years) 'had an average GPA of
3.27 and an averageLSATscore
of 35. This represents a slight
decline. In further comparison,
this year's first year class has
an average GPA of 3.13 and an
average LSAT score of 33. This
decline is quite significant.
Looking at these numbers, it
seems a pattern has emerged
whereby, on the average, GPA
and LSAT scores are declining.
One can postulate many rea sons for this decline, among
them a changing pool of applicants to choose from (perhaps
due to the Gourman report)
mandating lower standards of
admission, While this is pure
speculation, one hopes the administration will examine this
phenomenon more concretely,
determining
those
factors
which are responsible for the
decline, and ameliorating any
problems (e.g. in public relations, admissions process, etc.)
within their control.
The administration seems to

Mandatory Drug-Testing is Moot Ct. Issue
by Amy Sullivan
The 1986 Charles S. Desmond Moot Court Competition
is underway. The week of October 13, Moot Court competitors
were required to hand in an outline of their arguments.
The problem was written by
Peter Abdella, chairman of the ,
Problem Committee, along
with the other committee members. The ·hypothetical problem
involves an employee drug
testing urinalysis program by

the "Agency for Reforming the
Bureaucracy." The issues that
are raised include the right to
confidentiality and privacy of
the employees; the procedural
requirement of the Due Process
Clause ofthe Fifth Amendment;
class certification; and search
and seizure.
Robin _Checkla, director of the
Moot Court Board, explained
that this t<:>pic was chosen "because we thought it would be
interesting, stir debate, and

probably hif real close to home
soon ."
..,
A memo had been sent to
participants regarding the requirements for the sequence in
which issues should be addressed. The decision · had stir~e~
concern _among, ~he partIcIpants. Afmal dec1s1on was rendered to adhere to this requirement. It was deemed critical by
the Problem Committee in
order to assure a clear and consistent organization of the brief.

Que to the inconvenience, the
deadlineforthedateofsubmission of the brief was extended
until Sa~urday, November 1, at
5 p,m.
There will be a chance for
teams. to attend ~ral practice
rounds comme~c•~g Sunday,
November 2. Preliminary rounds
begin on Monday, November
10, followed by the quarterfinal~, se~ifinals, and . finals
which begm on November 15.

be making a concerted effort to
recruit more minorities. While
last year's class had only 27
minority students enrolled
(compared to 31 the year be
fore), this year 50 minority stu
dents are enrolled in the first
year class. Furthermore, while
most of last year's minority stu. dents were enrolled in the Legal
Methods Program, this year
there are 23 Legal Methods stu
dents. Thus, using basic sub
traction, at least half of this
year's minority students are en
rolled full time.
. Finally, a piece of trivia. Ap
proximately 79 undergraduate
institutions are represented by
this first year class. This in
cludes 2 students who came to
UB from California (I'd like to
hear the rationale for that deci
sion!) .
Statistics and numbers aside,
the 1986-87 first year law school
class seems to embody a group
of bright, energetic and fun in
dividuals. Good luck with being
a "1L." We are glad to have
you!
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Mock Trial Now Re(Juired for Sec. 1 Students.~.
ants act as volunteer coaches,
and there are now 12 coaches
for the six teams: The jury is
made up of undergraduate stu 
dents who volunteer after
either seeing posters advertis
ing the event, after reading an

by Melinda K. Schneider
In the fall of 1983, Professor
Charles Ewing started what has
now become a fall tradition at
UB Law School: a mock trial
conducted in the Moot Court
Room . The trial deals with a
criminal date-rape case, State v.
Rusk, and aside from Ewing,
who presides as judge, its par
ti cipants are comprised of law
school and und ergraduate stu 
dents. Past participation in the
trial w as voluntary, but in thi s,
th e tri al's fourth y ea r, it has
been inco rporated into th e cur
riculum and is m and ato ry for
Section 1 first y ea r stud ents.
Stud ents in all three section s
now take a course in , and re
ceive credit for, "Persp ectiv es
on Lawyering ," whi ch includ es
professional responsibility. In
cluded in the course for Section
1 students is participation in th e
mock trial.
This year there were three
tri als held on Oct. 21 , 22 , and
23, because there are ninety
first year students and a hand
ful of upper level students in
volved in. the six teams neces
sary to carry out the exercise.
In the beginning, Ewing alone
worked with students, but·since
the first year, former particip-

their part in ·it very seriously
once they become involved.
Ewing has used the same
case for four years for several
reasons : the case has a great
deal of emotional appeal for
students ; it is one that they are

Mock Trial Pro.1·ec111or 111akl's his 1)(/in1

article in the Spectrum inform 
ing them about it, through
Criminology classes, or just by .
word of mouth. The juries in
general tend to take the trial and

familiar with through Criminal
Law ; and it is not so one-sided
that there is a clear cut decision
anticipated by either the de
fense or prosecution . Ewing

has also noticed that the case
plays out differently than it
reads. In general, when reading
the case, students tend to think
that Rusk is guilty, and that it is
an easy conviction . When they
are actually involved in reenacting the trial, they realize that the
issues are much more compl ex,
and they see how difficult it is
to convict. In only one previous
trial was th ere a conviction , and
that came after Ewing pressured the jury to break its deadlock.
Ewing was con ce rned that
because the trial is now required, students would be less
willing to participate. He found ,
to the contrary, that they were
just as enthusiastic about the
trial as in previous years, and
in fact seemed more interested
in the legal theories of the case.
This year's students requested
jury instructions that cons~der
"negligent rape " - not that
Rusk knew victim Pat would not
consent, but that a " reasonable
person" would have known .
There is no mention of mens
rea in rape cases, and Ewing's
students seem to take the issues more seriously and think
it should be a consideration.

Ewmg 1s not bor~d with his
rol~ as judge y~t ~nd still gets
a kick out of pres1dmg, although
he may eventually have to
.change the case. It is still worth
it to him to see students so excited about something in first
year law school. ~ot only do
students have the opportunity
to meet other students, but
Ewing himself gets to know his
students better, and to meet
them individually as they drop
by to consult with him on the
case. The students benefit by
seeing that lawyering skills
really can make a difference;
e facts or the
that it is not just th_
law itself that determine the
outcome of a partipular case. He
is waiting for students in other
sections to want to be involved
because his own students seem
to have so much fun with it.
While the mock trial was
Ewing's brain-child, Professor
Fred Konefsky was the driving
force behind the perspective
program of which the trial is
now a part. Ewing noted that all
Section 1 professors; Atleson,
Avery, Engel, Ewing, Konefsky
and Berger are really behind the
whole program, and feel it enrichesthefirstyearcurriculum .

W allin Returns from Successful By-Pass Surgery
by Zulma A. Bodon
After a four month absence
Assistant Dean Charles Wallin
is back. During the summer re
cess he underwent a successful
heart by-pass operation . Al 
though his duti es hav e changed
somewhat sin ce coming back,
he rem ains respons ible for the
sch eduling of the classes and
final exams .
Wallin has been assistant
dean since 1971 . Before coming
to the law school he wo rked at
UB's budget office and, prior to
th at, for the State of New York
as an auditor-accountant. Hi s
reason for coming to th e law
school " w as because of my
knowl edg e an d ability for
budgeting ." W all in has served
as registra r of th e law school as
w ell .
Prior to hi s operation , W allin
had som e respon sibility over
students' records and over
most
matters
concerning
academi c affairs. Thi s, how
ev er, may change . When asked
about his present and future re-

sponsibilities he said : " We
have had some changes in the
adm inistration .
Professor
Newhouse has come on board
as acting dean since I was gone,
and Professor Girth has come
on board as associate dean . I
usecl to have respon sibility of
the student reco rds [but] I am
not quite sure I am going to
keep that part of the job."
Wallin will continue, how
ever, to play a major role with
admissions. " I am more or le$S
th e on e who remains constant
w ith the Admissions Com m itt ee so th at each year, whil e w e
may change adm issions chair
m en, I am the person [who re
mains] ongoing with th e Ad 
missions Committee and have
been since I started. "
A big part of Wallin's job, and
one whi ch is unlikely to change,
is IT)aking recommendations to
the Dean about the law school 's
bµdgetary matters. Equally im
portant is his continuous in
volv ement with annual statistical reports such as the one he

is currently working on for the
American Association of Law
Schools (AALS) . He considers
this a complicated report which
requires detailed statistical in formation about UB Law
. School for use by the AALS.
Most American 'Law Schools be
long to the AALS "who,
through and with the American
Bar Associ~j on (ABA), of which
we are members, request, and
in fact require , that all law
schools send this·report so that
they can produce statistical
analyses and data that are use
ful to many law schools."
During Wallin 's brief ab
sence, things continued to run
smoothly as a result of his prior
planning. "I knew I was going
to have this operation . I got all
of the scheduling done for the
fall befor'e I left . The admissions
were just about complete."
Wallin expressed optimism
about his health. " The by-pass
operation was very much a suc
cess. I am on an exercise pro
gram three times a week ." His

attitude about the exercises
program "is like a love-hate affair : "I like it when I am
finished ." And even though
Wallin will not be finished with
the program for six months, he

A.ui.1·1an1 Dean Charles Wa llin

Gary Peller

conrinued from page 3

Professors Robert Steinfeld ,
Jeff Blum , David Fraser, Errol
Meidinger and Isabel Marcus
responded to Pelter's presenta
tion by expressing their various
concerns. Steinfeld was "not
convinced that you don't do
better being aware" and acting
from knowledge and not just
from passion. He felt that
awareness can open up possi- .
bilities and understandings of
political resistance that can't be
had when you act only as a re
sult of passion. Peller disagreed
and argued thay----~warenes·s
could just as .easily sh~w you
why you shouldn't do an vtQing ,
as it could open up other ap
proaches.
'Blum was not willing to let go
of the "tools of rationality legalism, federalism , constitu 
tionalism," because they "may
be useful in what is the over
whelming political priority of
our day " which is to work
against the threat of annihila 
tion in a nuclear war. "Society
wh jle having the exterior for
mat of rationality in its dis-

purpose of dragging down the
tree of knowledge to our human
level of struggle is that I can say
this without having to come up
with a defense. "
The second criticism Peller
addressed was that if no dis
course can be elevated as
knowledge " then you commit
the liberal pluralist fallacy " that
everything is open to discourse.
Peller countered saying, "I
don't believe that at all . I want
to repress a whole bunch of dif
ferent discourses without any
defense."
A final criticism that could be
leveled at his analysis is that it
will not help organize people
politically because people need
to believe there's a master
theory and that they're right.
The question then, said Peller,
is which approach is more de
bil itating to organizing - " tell 
ing people they have to spout
a particular kind of educated
line or saying that power is at
stake all over the place and it' s
okay to act on faith and pa ssion
w _ithout reason ."
Page four
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remarked : "I feel good ."
He certainly looked in good
spirits and ready to continue to
perform the every day functions of an experienced Law
School Administrator.

'·'' \ '

course is wildly irrational un
derneath ." Therefore, Blum
sees the rejection of all theory,
and so the attempt to grapple
with the larger picture, as
"maladaptive" ·because "like it
or not, all you have is your intel
ligence to try to prevent your
technology from destroy,i ng
you."
Fraser, as a Canad ian, had' a
different perspectiv~. CLS is an
American phenomenon, stress
ed Fraser, that is of limited sig 
nificance to the world outside .
the U.S .• and even the rest of
the U.S. outside law schools. He
characterized CLS · as "this
bizarre phenomenon in law
schools. It's white, male, law
professors talking 11bout re
pression and domination ." De
construction is misused when
it says that "oppression is
everywhere, omnipresent, and
is oppression ."
everything
While this theory may have va 
lidity, said Fraser, " it is not trye
that the oppression I experi
ence is the same as the oppres
sion that the single black:

~~-t~b~r 29, 19~6.
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mother on welfare experiences
every day, every minute of her
life ."
Fraser argued that we forget
about knowledge and epis
t ~mology and h!! advocated a
return to magic and popular
culture. Those are the ways
people acquire knowledge in
society, he said . People do not
rationalize everything in their
experience. People get mes
sages through TV and popular
culture, not through ,Foucault
and Derrida," said Fraser.
Meid•inger agreed that white,
male, law professors are not
oppressed in "virtua_lly any way
remotely resembling the kinds
of oppression that goes on all
the time in our society" but sees
the problem as how to forge a
connection with oppressed
people. One way to do this, he
said, is to "se e oppression as
caught in .i deas and visions of
t he way the world is orga 
nized ."'
We don 't, however, want to
reject
structure altogether,
.Meidinger said, but instead

need to understand it. · " To re
ject theory is to reject the only
way we have to put the world
together." The challenge for
CLS th~n. as Meidinger sees it,
is to start talking about "how
we are going to chpose" what
good theories are and to de
scribe what a good vision is of
how we should relate to each
·other.
Marcus was troubled by .the
discussion and all the talk about
"connection" because it seem
ed to be a replication of things
she has heard over and over
again at other CLS conferences.
As a feminist, the understand
ing that th, personal is political
is not problematic. In addition,
the whole framework that sets
up dichotomies between theory
and practice, between public
and private is open to question.
It is the ability to understand ex
perience, said Marcus, that
helps people connect.
The· problems of se xism ·and
racism are not being adequate
ly addressed by ·cLS, Marcus
co11tim1ed on page I 3
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Student Recounts-Job in Environment..Law
by Idelle Abrams .

.

panies that have been dumping
for years and bringing ad minis-

about it.
Now, because the cost of

The Buffalo Public Interest
Law Program, in conjunction
with the Career Development
Office, presented a discussion
of summer job opportunities in
environmental law on Tuesday,
October 14. Lisa Strain, president of the Environmental Law
Society, discussed her experiences this past summer as an
intern in the Environmental
Protection Bureau in Albany, a
division of the New York State
Attorney General's office.
The work of .the EPB varies,
explained Strain, depending on
the administration . The Attorney General sets the priorities
of the bureau . Since Robert
Abrams, New York State's current Attorney General , is a
strong environmentalist the
bureau has been doing a lot of
hazardous waste cases. This
had not been the case, Strain
was surprised to learn, before
Abrams came into office. Now
the EPB has been prosecuting
and initiating cases in the environmental area, especially
against toxic waste dumpers.
"They are now going after com -

trative proceedings against
them," said Strain.
Strain, who had just finished
her first year of law school, was
very enthusiastic about her experience at the EPB. "It's excellent research and writing experience. The attorneys gave a
lot of feedback. They really sat
down with me and talked about
my memoranda - what was
wrong, how to narrow them
and how to write more con cisely."
While most of her work as a
first year intern was doing research and writing 111emos,
Strain also had a chance to sit
in on depositions and go to settlement meetings that arose out
of the cases she was working
on . The bulk of her work was
on a nuisance case and on a
case involving easements on
land use and land controls. The
nuisance case concerned a
downstate chicken farm that
was not properly treating the
manure produced on the farm.
The neighbors had been complaining for years but the com pany had not done anything

cleaning up the waste would be
so high, the company is"threatening to go bankrupt and walk
away from the problem . This
route has become increasingly
attractive to companies and is
causing big problems for the
state, which is left to foot the
bill for the cleanup. Previously,
the state has arranged for a contractor to clean up the site.
However, the state is now unable to get insurance, one manifestation of the insurance
"crisis," so it can't hire someone to go onto the site to clean
it up.
Strain was also involved in a
case dealing with easements on
land use. Developers have purchased some land in the
Shawangunk Mountains, ·a
small mountain range along
Lake Minnewaska , near New
Paltz. "Described as a spectacular area," the state is concerned
because the deed did not -specify how much lake water the developers could use. "If you take
too much water out," explained
Strain, " it will affect the ecological balance of the whole area"

by Diane Dean
Four thousand graduates
applied fo r 12 positions at the
Federal Communications Com·mission in 1978, the year Jane
Mago graduated from UB Law
School. She was one of the
4,000 that applied and one of
the 12 that got a job. During the
fall hiring season that year, she
didn't wait for the FCC to come
to UB's campus. She went to
them. And , she thinks, that
made all the difference.
" I decided that I was going to
come to Washington and set up
a series of interviews, one of
which was the FCC," she said,
"What distinguished me from
the other people 'is that I had
come down here on my own . I
took the initiative to call and
make an appo.intment. They
have a hiring program for stu dents right out of school but
they only do on -campus interviews at the top 10 schools."
"I think the other distinguish ing feature was my master's degree in mass communications,"
she added . Mago initiated her
own joint degree program while
getting her law degree. Working around the clock, with no
summers off, she emerged with
law and mass communications
degrees.
Getting the job at the FCC
wasn't the end of Mago'scareer
planning, however. She has
since become an expert in international satellites and common
carrier (a la AT&T monopoly
breakup) issues and has used
those skills in a variety of chal lenging positions.

"If you ' re in a large government agency, like the Federal
Communications Commission,
you ' re your. own keeper to a
very large extent," Mago said .
"Moving around within the
agency depends on how much
you're willing to put into it and
how much you're willing to try
at what you do."
When Mago began at the
FCC , she followed her interviewer's advice, and joined the
Common Carrier Bureau. She
soon moved to the litigation department. ("You know that
ext ra access charge on your
phone bill? Well, I won the appeal that put.itthere. My mother
doesn 't like me fo r that.")

and could destroy the natural
habitat.

working on this issue this summer, said Str11in.

The field of environmental
"The really good thing ~bout
law is changing, said Strain, beworking for a state agency,"
said Strain, "is that you get a
cause ·the kind of actions that
are being brought are different.
lot of experience. They're much
"You're seeing a lot more crimmore open about le.t ting you do
inal actions, where before you
things and taking on respo_
nsiused to have a lot of enforcebility than a lot of private firms
nient actions... While the work
might be." Also, while firm,.are
of the Bureau in the past was , !ooki,:ig primarily for second
year students, government
focused on actions to enforce
the regulations c;>f individual
agencies will hire first year students.
agencies, now it is getting involved in holding corporations
criminally liable and imposing
For those interested in workcriminal sanctions.
ing in a state agency, Strain em"Imposing a $10,000 fine on
phasized that it takes a. lot of
GE doesn't really mean anypersistence. The agencies start
thing to them" and so has been
looking fo people in January
an ineffective way to . enforce
and "it takes them a while to
regulations, Strain ·said. To inget back to you. You \lave to
keep at them," advised Strain.
crease the success of criminal
actions, the Bureau has be·en
She didn't hear from the EPB
working on a way to have the
until April because they· were
courts view the natural rewaiting to hear about their budget. For this reason, Strain recsources- of the state as actual
property of the state. "Then the
6mmended that "you shouldn't
Bureau could bring actions
rely on any one thing ." Rather,
against companies for essenany differyou should pursu
ent options
ause · 'ou don't
ti ally destroying the state's
property." One of the second
know until very la
ich one
year students in the office was
is going to pan out, she said.

Initiative Pays Off for ·un· Graduate at FCC .·
once every two months" in
Some cases I've had to keep
courtrooms all over the counand go forward to defend.
There's nothing you can do
try.
But defending the FCC's reg about those cases. It's your job.
ulations isr']'t a,lways easy. HavYou have to be as objective as
ing accepted her first position
possible and you do the work."
during the Carter Administra One way Mago has been action, Mago has since seen a
commodated is by being able
to give up public recognition for
change in the policies handed
down by top administrators at
work she's done but doesn't
her agency.
agree ' with. She asks that her
there
are
name not be put on a brief, and
" Sometimes
women 's ci nd minority issues.
that way is not associated with
The admi r-lfstrad on we have
it. "It's a comp~omise for me,"
now .. . " (pausing, as if to asshe said.
·
·
sess how straightforward to be)
Mago was candid in offering
tips on how to get a job similar
" . . . is not at all interested in
affirmative action or giving any
to he(s. She said that distinrecognition to the achieveguishing yourself at le~t some
ofthe.time in law school helps.
_rnents of women . .It's an old
boys' network. Some ofthe,regwas a 'B' student.'': . she
said . "I got maybe seveij: H's
In 1982 FCC Commissioner · ulations we do can help proAnn Jones noticed Mago's
mote more diversity in Ownera,n.d w~~ on the Moot COurt
work bn the Common Carrier
ship. And in my mind that . Board. "It's really only in t ijat
fir$t•,tnt't!rview that grades are
appeal and asked Mago.to be-_·- •would promote.tliverstty in th·e
come her special assistant.' 1:Yroadcast . media .. and
be .. an is1ue, though . Since being
Mago aded as special assista~t
lieaithy 'tor society: That's· my
at the FQC I've had offers from
fo r a year " until Ann decided t6
poiicy judgment."
firms that wouldn 't even co.p go into P.rivate practice ." After
"There are decisions which
sider talking with me right otit
what she describes as a "highly
reflect their policy and my job
of law school. But grades
political " position with the
is to defend what. they do . At . haven't come up since then, excommissioner, Mago returned
times that's been difficult but
cept at one law firm a few years
ago. They asked me about
to th~ general litigation office
fortunately, in this of:tice, any
where she has been ever since.
time I've had a really severe disgrades and my LSAT score! I
Mago defends the FCC in a
couldn't even remember what
agreement with what was being
variety of lawsuits. Citizens file
done I've been able to speak up
my LSAT score was. Ar.id while
claims against the FCC about
about it. I've either argued why
they asked, th!'! answer didn't
certain regulations they dislike
tti~ policies should not be that
eve·n seem very important to 0
and Mago writes the briefs and
way, and have even won once
thEirji. In .g etting hired '. here ~~
argues the appeals for the FCC.
or twice, or I've explained why
the FCC, they were •rriore •in- .
it isn't a very good policy and
She describes her job as "playterested in Moot Cour(my dual
ing Moot Court all the time"
program, and other activities."
have asked that someone else
since she is "forever writing a
Watching her women friends
take the case. I can't be a prima
brief. I've got one due every 30
donna about it because we
go "on" then "off track " to
have a very small office and
make partner in Washington
days and sometimes more often .
someone has to do the work.
law firms, ("Some of them
I have an argument at least

,, :·.1

never get back on track once
they've had a child"), Mago is
happy with her decision to become an attorney for the government.
"I chose to come here first,"
she said. "I think you get the
broadest experience coming
out of li3w school., You're put
into an environment where
you're expected to know a lot
very quickly. In a firm I would
have learned more slowly. ll('ly
friends came in as assoc,iate~j p , ,.
law firms and did cite checking,
and got tutored, esserilially.
Here you're thrown on _yo.u r '
own and you sink or
I
think firms know •that) too. ·
When I ' was at the Fe, six
months I began receiving 0ff~rs '·
fromfirmswhohadsent~l ~t -...
ters at graduation sayingi 'We..'i ·..
don't hire any graduates(:wno •
haven't gone to HarvardJ The
difference was that I had e~er icominued 011 P<tf/e !3
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Lindgren in Netherlands as Fulbright Scholar

=::in.=_
Buffalo, NY

(

Janet S. Lindgren, a UB Lavv
that same year.
area ofconstitutionallawon the
activities in the U.S.
13S.0100
~
8 .
School professor on sabbatical
basis of a· series of historical
Lindgren is a Buffalo resident
In her application for the Ful1819 Nia. Fah Blvd.
this semester, is conducting
bright award, Lindgren noted ~studies that I am completing."
and the wife of Buffalo attorney
Tonawanda, NY a
legal research in the Netherthat she was "writing within the
The Fulbright program is
Thomas E. Schofield, who lec
134-7048
~ ·
lands as a Fulbright Scholar.
funded and administered by the
tures at the UB Law School.
U.S. Information Agency under
Lindgren left for the Netherlands in September and will repolicy guidelines established
••
turn in January. The site of her
by the Board of Foreign Scholarresearch project is the Univerships, whose members are apsity of Leiden .
pointed by the President. Financial support comes from the
A scholar in legal history,
Lindgren t:,as been a member
. ; ; t9P~~.rpJ~\e.r t s.pf th~.
an_q 27
of J,he' 1-tB~ aw School faculty
:· '"' •.. other'nations.
.
,
.,.1 • _ .,Grants a,r~.awarded to ,'\me,r-, , .
si i e~ 1.97:.f, She received her
1
11
law dtQfel from the University
' "" ie~li~ 't8 1ectufe and cqnduSne:· ·. · ,,i, , ·, '
,,:>
.15 lenlldi · - · llllle 6J
of ;~i.scon~in in 1~71 an? was
.
i:'- se~_~ch abroad and t~ toJ~!gn: .,
New Ya • - •
adr..• ~e! ... ~h.e. '!-'..'~~~~s• ~ ,B,af ..,.. .,f~/_f,fi£1!.!. Sr,!!~~'~!f!'!J/ ,LI'llJ/f.'£". .• r,.a! rp nals to ~nga~e / n ,~'!'J'!<1,r •. •·,..,._..,·_ •_ _~------•(,.JI..J•),.'J"-_""
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Financial Aid Rules Will Change Again in 1987
by Delores E. Cron, President

years of study, and $18,000 for

Higher Education Services
Corporation

graduate students (including
undergraduate loans).
· - Supplemental Educational
Opportunitv Grant (SEOG)
maximum awards are increas
ed from $2,000 to $4,000 annu
ally while minimum grants fall
from $200 to $100.
- Loan consolidation is reac
tivated for those student bor
rowers with at least $5,000 in
loans.
- Guaranteed Student Loan
borrowers are entitled to up to
24 months of deferment, which
they are able to use in any incre
ments throughout the life of the
loan, ifthey are seeking but un
able to find full-time employ-

used in our state.
Beginning in July, HESC staff
worked with staff from Gover
nor Cuomo's Washington Of
Congress recently approved
fice to identify six key program
a five-year reauthorization of
priorities which were then con
the federal Higher Education
veyed to staff of New York's
Act. The new bill, S. 1965,
representatives on the Con
awaits the President's signa
gressional conference commit
ture. It contains numerous
tee :
Congressmen
Biaggi,
changes for the Title IV student
Owens and Solarz. They in
financial aid programs which
cluded: loan deferments for un
this memorandum attempts to
employed borrowers, lender
highliSht.'For additional details,
discrimination, rehabilitation of
please call Peter Keitel, Execu
defaulted loans, multi-state
tive Vice President, at (518) 474guarantor reporting, student
5775 or Charles Treadwell,
loan interest rates and lender
Program Specialist, at (518) · special allowance. In the final
474-1549. .
bill, five of the six HESC
priorities were adopted, and a
Overvieyv
compromise accepted for the
sixth priority. In addition, sev
Every title of the Higher Edu
eral HESC proposals from our
cation Act (I through XII is con
earlier position paper were also
tinued and the funding author
adopted.
ized· for FY '87 is $10.2 billion.
That figure is lower than previ
Many of the provisions of the
ous authorizations but 16 per
new bill are effective immedi
cent higher than the FY '86 ap
ately upon receiving the Presi
propriation (the amount actu
dent's signature. These in
ally funded), · thus allowing
clude:
- In the Guaranteed Student
room for growth. For the later
Loan Program, all students, re
years, the conferees agreed to
gardless of family income,
increase authorizations by an
must show financial need to re
"educational inflation factor."
(Excluding Pell Grants and
ceive a loan. Currently, only
those with incomes above
Guaranteed Student Loans
$30,000 must do so.
which are authorized to receive
"such sums" as necessary to
- Parent Loans for Under
graduate Students (PLUS) and
fund award levels.)
Supplemental Loans for Stu
Student financial aid has
dents (SLS - replaces ALAS)
proven to -be a priority item of
loan limits are increased to
attention within the riew bill, re
$4,000 annually and $20,000
ceiving 95 percent of the bill's
cumulatively.
total authorizations. The Title IV
- National Direct Student
section (student aid) is of par
Loan (renamed Perkins Loans)
ticular importance to colleges
limits are increased to $4,500
and students of New York State
for the first two years of under
as it provided $1.5 billion in aid
graduate study, $9,000 for
this year or 75 percent of all
those who have completed two
government-sponsored
aid

ment.
Other significant changes
which are effective later in
clude:
- Lender special allowance
for the Guarar:,teed Student
Loan Program is reduced to
3.25 percent above T-bill rates
(30 days after bill enactment).
- Increased
loan
limits
within the Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL) Program (January
1, 1987).
- Revised student financial
independence definition (effec
tive January 1, 1987 for the GSL
Program, July 1, 1987 for all
other Title IV programs).
, - Reduced institutional re
quirements for student aid ap-

New Billing Procedures Implemented
To Further Improve Revenue Collection
by John G. Karrer, Director of
Student Finances and Records
'

Recent State Audits have reit
erated the requirement that the
University comply with State
University regulations on -t he
timely collection of tuition and
fees. In addition, starting with
fiscal 1986-87, our University's
operating support is linked to
actu'al revenue collected.
During the 1986-87 academic
year, changes in the Univer
sity's registration and billing
procedures have moved us to
ward complian~e with SUNY
policy. These changes have
produced significant improve
ments in revenue collected.
However, further action is
necessary.
In order to further improve
timely billing and revenue col
lection, the following steps
have. been, or will be, im-

plemented for the academic
year 1986-87:
(1) Deferred payment is no
longer extended to students
pending reimbursement from a
third party. All accounts must
be. paid upon reciept of the ac
count statement.
(2) The TAP Waiver applica
tion has been revised. The new
form lists policy guidelines and
procedures on the reverse side
of the application . All waiver
applications must be filed on
this form.
(3) All recipients of TAP tak
ing an Incomplete ("I") Grade
in a course must have the in
complete grade changed to a
passing or failing grade by the
end of the semester following
the one ih which the "I" Grade
was taken. Incomplete ("I") car
ried beyond one semester will
result in TAP decertification if

With BAA/BAI

Hearing
•
IS

believing.
Every year, thousands of BAR/BAI students rave about the
quality of BAR/BRl's lecturers. BAR/BRl's lecturers are
experts on the law, experts on the bar exam and experts on
lecturing.
"I had no idea the course was this good," is a typical
comment. Now, for the first time, you can find out for yourself
just how good the BAR/BAI lecturers are.
For your own free audiotape sampling of the BAR/BAI
course, ask your student representative, stop by our display
table or wrjte to BAR/BAI directly. In return, you'II get an earful..

OOubn_

THE NATION'S LARGEST AND MOST PERSONALIZED BAR REVIEW
. .•·

plication verification (July 1,
1987).
- Revised satisfactory aca
demic progress requirement
(July 1, 1987).
- Increased GSL student in
terest rates (July 1, 1988).
- Revised need analysis for
mulae for all Title IV programs
(July 1, 1988).
- Less than half-time stu
dents eligible for Pell Grants
under cetain conditions (Oc
tober 1, 1988).
When the bill is signed, addi
tional information necessary to
implement the changes will be
provided.

I

415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62
New York, New York 10001
212/594-3696 201 /623-3363

16() Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachussetts 02116
617}437-117-1

the Incomplete ("I") Grade
drops the student to less than
full time.
(4) Students with Graduate.
School tuition waivers who are
eligible for TAP. are required to
apply for TAP at th"e earliest
possible date, but not later than .
15 days after the beginning of
the semester. These students
must have TAP Award notifica
tion on file at the Office of Stu
dent Accounts not later than the
last day of instruction of the Iall
Semester.
Students who do not receive
notification of an award or who
submit TAP award notification
to the Office of Student Ac
counts after the last day of in
struction for the Fall Semester
will be responsible for paying
for the difference between the
assumed award, currently $600
continued on page /3
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Editorial:

Kudos ·to Gilbert
Kudos are awarded to SBA President Brett Gilbert for his
tenacity in getting the Provost's office· to accept first year stu
dents Kyle Maldiner and Jim Hayden to the Dean Search Com
mittee. After a good deal of debate, Gilbert eventually acceded
to the Provost's dem·ands that SBA submit the names of two
other student candidates, but this compromise was essentially
conditioned upon the Provost selecting Hayden and Maldiner.
It is clear that Gilbert's vigilant backing of the two first year
students paid off. The Dean Search Committee is now com 
plete, with law students being represented by their choice of
candidates and with respect for procedure still basically intact.
Hopefully, the injection of legitimate student concerns will suc
ceed in expeditiously securing qualified dean candidates who
will appeal to both the administration and the student body.
Yet another problem persists, however, that of the parking
crisis. Again Gilbert has been tenacious, leading a Law School
contingent that protested en ·masse with the rest of the student
body; meeting with President Sample and the leaders of the
four student government groups on a regular basis ; and con
tinuously advocating the need for sol,idarity among students
and faculty to increase pressure on the State University System
to alleviate this problem .
Unfortunately, Gilbert's efforts appear to be stuck in a quag
mire of bureaucratic red tape . Sample has maintained that the
~estrictive parking policy will remain in effect pending ' the re
commendation of a yet-to-be formed Parking Task Force. By
retaining the restrictive parking policy, the University has
lodged yet another wedge between the relations of students
and faculty, and forced students to fend for themselves.
The Parking Task Force, while good in theory, is procedural
procrastination at the students' expense. The longe·r the current
restrictive parking sig_
ns refTlain, the more permanent a fixture
they will become. The constant turnover of students, in contrast
to the rather fixed presence of faculty persons, would seem to
undermine any future impetus of the University to alleviate the
problem .
We wish Gilbert and the SBA the best of luck in their efforts
to keep this issue alive, and hope that the controversy continues
when their cars have left the parking lots. after graduation day
in May.

CLARIFICATION :

In the Editorial entitled, "Choose Substance, Not Procedure"
(The Opinion, October 15, 1986; Vol. 27, No. 4) we referred to
Provost William Greiner as a " former faculty member." He is
actually still a part-time faculty rnember at the Law School. We
apologize for any confusion this may have caused.
The Editors

Americans, and the rest of the
world for that matter, received
a healthy dose of Re'aganspeak
this week in the wake of the Ice
land summit. The President and
the damage control forces at
the White Hou·se labored long
and hard so that Reagan's de
~ial of a Soviet arms control
proposal was not misinter
preted. In this mad·scramble to
set the record straight, how
ever, several of the non-issues
that haunt the arms control pro
cess became glaringly obvious
and Reagan's ultimate inten
tions less so.
The weight of the contro
versy, of course, concerns the
Star Wars defense system. This
system, subject of many an
artist's conception, made its de
but as an "initiative " or plan for
the future as in the "Strategic
Defense Initiative ". Soon there
after, the Reagan administra
tion revealed that all this Star
Wars business was just a "bar
gaining chip." If the threat of
the Star Wars program re
turned the Soviets to the
negotiation table at Geneva, the
bargaining chip had served its
purpose.
The Sta.r Wars pl~n continued
as a simple "bargaining chip"
for a few years until suddenly,
metaphors were switched at
the Iceland summit. (My use of
the word "summit" comes de
spite the President's vehement
objection.) In the quick turn of
a phrase, Star Wars was no
longer a "bargaining chip," a
simple quid pro quo for some
Soviet concession, but a
"trump card!" The correct mo
ment to ·'play this "ace in the
hole," though, was not at Re-

RAPP9

kyjavik argues the President.
One can only imagine, however, how the Soviet Union will
eventually react to being
trumped. One might also
speculate, with some Freudian
insight perhaps, why arms control maneuvering is always
couched in terms common to
gambling.
On Monday night, with the
benefit of a day's contempla 
tion, Reagan took to his favorite
medium to explain himself to
the American public. In the
midst of this half-hour address,
Reagan refrained from talk of
"trump cards" but rather in
formed us that what we had in
Star Wars was, lo and behold,
an "insurance policy." One
could detect a strenuous effort
by the Reagan administration
to describe its favorite military
initiative in the most politically
profitable terms. And while it
seems that Star Wars has spurred
the Soviet's interest in achiev
ing arms control, it's hard to
imagine how this laboratory
work insures our safety when
500 megatons are aimed at
Washington.
The administration's work at
clarifying its Star Wars' objec
tives has certainly paid off.
Numerous public opinion polls
have confirmed that a clear
majority of Americans approve
of the Reagan policy on the
Strategic Defense Initiative. Ad
ditionally, most polls indicate
that a majority favors the gov
ernment going ahead with' de
ployment of a satellite def~nse
defense system. Interestingly
though,- some of the man-in
the-street comments · that ac
company these polls show that

many Americans have been led
to believe .that Star Wars is not
in the primitive blueprint stage,
but actually up there patrolling
the heavens. The more the
Reagan admi'nistration s'eeks to
portray Star Wars as vital to our
strategic interests, the more the
1
public perceives it as so.
Just when the uproar over
the Iceland meeting was reced
ing,
another
mini-fiasco
erupted which sent members of
the press scurrying. During his
address to the nation, Reagan
articulated that his ultimate in
tention with Star Wars was-the
total elimioation of nuclear
weapons. Later in the week
though, the President stated
that his dream was to eliminate
all ballistic weapons only, Chief
of Staff Donald Regan quickly
stated that, in fact, the President
meant only to eliminate ballistic
missiles. The following day,
however, George Schultz told a
press conference that R_eagan
had meant all forms of nuclear
weapons, by gosh, only to later
admit that the President's, en
thusiasm for a nuclear-free
world extend~d only to land
based ballistic missiles. What's
never been at issue, unfortu
nately, is whether either ver
sion should be taken seriously.
Perhaps a healthy sense of
skepticism is the best advice to
the American public as the
Reaganites reveal yet another
advertisement for the Star Wars
system . (I think "Keeper of
Democracy" is next.) For in the
long run, this rose by any other
name is still an initiat\v~: and a
. damn expensive one· at that.

Interviewee Offers Reflections Upon Recent
SBA Committee Selection Processes
by Charles Myzel

In the words of the immortal
playwright, Shakespeare, "Friends,
Romans, Countrymen, lend me
your ears.• I would like to' present
a report on the Student Bar Asso
ciation's student-faculty commit
tees. This report will not deal
with the who, what, where,
why, and how of these commit
tees, but with some candid
statements of those involved in ·
the lengthy selection process
that was used.
First, I would like to com
mend all those people who
helped to make the selection
process a success; for it is not
whether you win or lose but
how they play the game. Your
representatives to the SBA had
the following candid comments

on the selection process : ap
pearance and fairness in , the
selection process is important;
there was inconsistency in the~
voting process ; rules should be
set up to govern the selection
process ; does anyone really fol
low rules at 11 :30 p.m .7 The
Student Bar Association has
said that the present method of
selecting student representa
tives to the various student-fac
ulty committees is fair; and we
all know that the Student Bar
Association is an honorable
body.
Before continuing, I have to
admit that I participated in the
selection process and was un
successful in my bid for one of
the available positions. But I
want to make this perfectly

clear, I am not a sore loserl A
disappointed
office seeker
perhaps, but one who will un
doubtedly try again the next
time, It is easy to sit back and
criticize the system and to grow
apathetic, when it does not
meet your expectations, How
ever, it is far more difficult to
work for reform in the system
and to participate in that re-

To quote Lord Acton, "The
one pervading evil of democ- ·
racy is the tyranny of the major
ity, or rather that party, not al.
ways the majority, that sue- .
ceeds, by force or fraud, in car
rying elections.• Remember,
it's your right to vote, use it or
lose it. Thank you,
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Exams Scheduled 34 Hours Before Christmas
Open Letter
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by Vincent Falvo

to the Administration:
I have just one question : Was
it necessary to schedule exams
through the 23rd day of Decem
ber? Despite being in law school
for two years or more, many of
us still maintain our Christian
roots, and have an interest in
being home for the Christmas
holidays. This means several
days before Christmas, not on
Christmas Eve. Those students
with exams on the 23rd (which
will be many considering three
sections of Family Law are
scheduled for exams) and even

those with exams on the 22nd
(again, large classes) will be
lucky to get home by December
23. Many will probably arrive
home only by December 24,
barely in time for Christmas,
and too late for Christmas shop
ping . Remember, with exams
beginning on December 9,
there will be at least 3 weeks
worth of niess and grime to
clean up before leaving, as well
as packing a month's worth of
"stuff" that goes home.
I, for one, am not looking.for
ward to closing up my_apart
ment, frantically packing on De-

'

. ...

camber 23 (my last exam is De~
ce·m ber 22), and then driving
eight hours home, all while my
family is decorating our Christ
mas tree, and drinking eggnog
while singing yuletides-bv the
fi re (sounds cozy, huh, well it
is).
Last year, as I recall, exams
ended December 18. I was a
first year then, and started
exams later than the upper
classmen, due to the first years'
week off in October. Now.'I am
a second .year, getting no week
off in October, yet I also have
a mti11ul.'d on pDR~ IJ

The"Boy Mechanic

by Kevin O'Shaughnessy

Pagan Lure of-Halloween Endures· 80's Pablum
"HALLOWEEN: Now a chil- , 31. From the Church's view
dren's holiday, Halloween was
point it is the vigil of All Saint's
originally a Celtic festival for the
Day. However, since the Middle
dead, celebrated on the last day
Ages, Pagan customs and belief
of the Celtic year, October
about evil spirits and the souls
31 ... it was believed that on
of the dead have attached
this night witches and warlocks
themselves to ·this even
flew abroad; and large bonfires
ing . .. "
were built to ward off these
- Encyclopedia Britannica
malevolent spirits ... "
Although
these
ency- ·
- Academic American
clopedias
cannot,
it
seems,
pin
Encyclopedia
point Halloween's exact origin,
"HALLOWEEN ... is
derived
its roots run very deep in our
from the rites of the druids
culture. People celebrate Hallo
celebrating the day of Saman,
ween even though it does not
when the Lord of Death called
merit a day off from school or
together the sou'ls of the wicked
work. There is no "Halloween
who had died during the past
Weekend." This means the gov
year. The theme of the harvest,
ernment has not bastardized
which runs through modern
Halloween to make sure civil
Halloween celebrations, comes
servants and bankers have a
from old druidic celebrations
holiday on the fourth Monday
and the old Roman festivals in
in October. Washington's and
honor of Pomona, goddess of
Lincoln's birthdays have be
fruit, which were brought to Bri
come one through this pro
tain during the-Roman Occupa
cess .. . You guys were great
tion."
presidents, but no one gets two
- Collier's Encyclopedia
days off in February. Halloween
"HALLOWEEN: also called All
stands alone.
Hallows Eve, evening of_October
Halloween is less commercial

The Cutting Edge

.

than Christmas. There is no
three month "Halloween Sea
son." Sure, the candy com
panies make a big advertising
push, but grocery stores don't
play Halloween carols in Au
gust. Yes, I saw the Coors Light
commercial featuring Elvira,
mistress of the dark, but that is
just one commercial .. . Has
Perry Como ever recorded a
Halloween Album? Andy Will
iams? Doris Day? I doubt that
Slim Whitman, despite his vast
repetoir, has ever yodeled a
version of Bobby "Boris" Pic
kett's
Halloween
anthem,
"Monster Mash."
One of my favorite parts of
Halloween is the Charlie Brown
Halloween Special. The story
explores several ·characters
perceptions of Halloween and
its rituals. Lucy, a future corpo
rate attorney, leads a group of
children throughout the neigh
borhood to insure the maximi
zation of their candy gathering
intake. Linus (a future Marxist
Critical Legal Studies Scholar),

chastised by his peers for shun
ning the standard candy gather
ing rituals, prefers to spend the
evening in the pumpkin patch
eagerly· awaiting the arrival of
the mystical "Great Pumpkin" .
Cynics might say that Linus was
merely hoping for the bevy oi
gifts that the "Great Pumpkin"
was to bestow upon his sincere
· followers, but I contend Linus
wanted something far more in
tangible: the true Halloween
spirit. Charlie Brown is a lost
soul (like most of us). He lacks
the conviction to stand with
Linus in the pumpkin patch, but
he is not happy with Lucy's
traditional Halloween candy
gathering tactics. His indeci
siveness causes him to be left
holding a bag of rocks.

year to candy gathering and
petty _acts of vandalism appeals
to even the most abstinant per
s.>nality. Halloween's rituals
(costumes, pranks, ghosts ... )
demonstrate that a world which
is obsessed with rules, facts
and science, still desperately
needs to believe in magic. It's
a shame that children acknowl
edge this much more readily
than adults. But the Halloween
spirit is still within the reach of
these poor souls unfortunate
enough to be labeled adults. Of
course, you have to be willing
to spend an evening in a
pumpkin patch every once in
awhile. Otherwise you might
spend life gathering a large bag
of rocks.

Whether its origins are Celtic,
druidic, Roman, Pagan or
"Peanuts", Halloween appeals
to our darker side. A vital part
of Halloween's appeal is that
most people feel the need to
defy authority periodically. The
idea of devoting one night a

With this in mind, I would like
to invite you to the Boy Mechanic's
(and his roommate's) Seventh
Annual Halloween Party on Fri
day, October 31, at 633 West De
levan Avenue (maps are posted
in · the mailroom). The party
starts at nine, wear a costume.

.

by Dana Young

New Law Changes Liability for Non-Economic Loss
Future lawyers take notice.
this assumed that defendants
Another change has been made
could always foresee their tor
in the area of tort law. As of July
tious conduct.
30, a new Article 16 has been
The new law changes the
added to the Civil Practice Laws
manner in which defendants
and Rules (CPLR) partially ab
can be held severally liable for
rogating old tort law on "joint
non-economic loss, i.e. pain
and several" liability.
and suffering, mental anguish,
As tort scholars will recall, it
loss of consortium, and other
has been the common law rule
intangible harms. If a-plaintiff is
1
that joint tortfeasors·. can be
jointly injLred 'by two or 'more
held both jointly and/or sever
tortfeasors, or by the State, and
ally ,liable. Thus, a plaintiff in
the liability of any defendant is
jured by defendants D1, D2 and
found to be 50 percent or less
of total liability, tha.t defendant
D3 · could individually sue D1,
will only be responsible for
D2, or D3, or sue all three of
them. Several liability might be
damages relative to its share of
desirable if a defendant had a ' culpability. In pther words, a
plaintiff can no longer hold a
"deep pocket." For example, if
D1 was a mega-corporation, the . single defendant 100 percent Ii:
able unless that defendant was
plaintiff m·ight seek judgment
found to be more than !;i0 per
only against him. Even ·if the
cent responsible for plaintiff's
fault of D1 was only 5 percent,
injuries.
under the theory of several lia
For example, if P is awarded
bility, D1 would have to pay 100
$20M00 for pain and suffering
percent ohhe judgement. What
against defendants D 1, D2 and
was the rationale behind such
D3, with D1 being found 25 per
a rule? The courts seemed to
cent liable, D2 being found 50
feel that if defendants knew in
percent liable, and D3 being 25
advance that they might be held
· sever.a lly liable for an entire_ percent liable, P may only re
ceive $50,000, $100,000, and
judgment, defendants would
$50,000 from each defendant,
act with greater care. However,

respectively. However, if D1
were found to be 51 percent at
fault, then P could recover the
entire $200,000 from D1, if de
sired, precluding the· other de
fendants from paying any dam
ages.
The new law has not changed
the treatment of economic loss.
Judgments for economic losses
such as iost wag/ts and medical
expenses can still be recovered
from any individual defendants
found jointly liable, . regardless
of their degree of fault.
What does · this mean for
plaintiffs? It is no longer desira
ble to institute a cause of action
solely agajnst the "deep pock
et" defendant. By doing so, one
would risk a jury finding the de
_fendant liable for only 50 per
cent or less of the injury, and
thus plaintiff could recover only
less than half of his non
economic damages. This is the
main effect of the new law.
Additionally, a new burden of
proof is placed on plaintiff to
show that "reasonable dili
gence" was employed in at
tempting to gain jurisdiction
and serve all culpable parties to

the action. This is because the
total liability on which the "50
percent cutoff" is based is that
of all defendants who are par
ties to the action. Leaving out a
culpable party affects every de
feni:lant's share of liability.
Using our example above, if D1
is not named as a defendant,
by extrapolating, D2 wo9ld now
be approximately 70 percent li
able and D3 approximately 30
percent liable (I'm not a
mathematician, but the point is
that the proportions change.)
Thus, D2 has crossed the 51
percent threshold and could
now be held severally liable for
100 percent of plaintiff's dam
ages.
There are 11 exceptions to
the new article, all contained in
section 1602 of the CPLR. The
most obvious exceptions are:
1) intentional tortfeasors will
not receive the benefits of this
new law; (they can still be held
severally liable for 100 percent
of damages, regardless of pro
portion of fault), and 2) this law
is inapplicable to persons held
liable as a result of their "using,

operating or owning a motor
vehicle or motorcycle," as de
fined by the Vehicle and Traffic
Law.
The remainder of the excep
tions being both complicated
and confusing, will · not be
examined herein. However, it is
recommended that anyone in
terested in understanding the
nuances of this new law read
outside literature analyzing
these exceptions (versus soley
the statute.)
A final note for those who
read the last column of "The
Cutting Edge" dealing with the
toxic tort discovery rule. It is
significant that this new
amending several liability is not
applicable to any toxic tort
claims or causes of action "re
vived" under new section 214
(c) (4) of the CPLR. Thus, plain
tiffs who "revive" claims for in
juries resulting from exposure
to the five legislatively defined
· toxic substances are not bound
by the new limitations on joint
and several liability.
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SBA·Fae-Student Committee Selection Process Elicits Comments
mission packets for prospec
tive, borderline students (in
cluding all elements i.e. per
sonal statement, academic re
cords, etc.) and told that-the Ad
missions Committee has only
one spot open for considera
tion. The candidate would then
have the task to explain to the
Board why they would choose
one over the other.
Through this approach, the
SBA wotild have an objective
criteria to evaluate the candi
dates and I feel that our entire
institution would benefit by
forcing the SBA to mak~ better
informed decisions. Add!tion
ally, I think similar types of pro
cedure could be developed for
; the other committees.
Respec:tfuHy aubmltted,
Thom•• P. Laurino
Fim year atudent

'Editor:
Last week, I was interviewed
for the Admissions Committee.
The day after (prior to the SBA's
· announcement of their deci
sions), I requested that my
name be removed from consid
eration because I have reserva
tions concerning the. process
that was used.
I believe a five minute, high
pressured interview told the
Board little more about the can
didates than their ability to con
duct themselves in. such a situ
ation . If the SBA is to make an
informed decision, they need to
base that decision on far greater
objective criteria which ·can be
easily developed. I submit the
following proposal:
Each candidate, _prior to
being before the Board, should
be given two sets of boQUS ad-

, 1.

Buffalo, NV

To SBA Committee
lntervieweea:
I would like to commend all
of the students who inter
viewed for the various SBA
Committees. The SBA Board in
terviewers acknowledge and
applaud both their courage to
be interviewed and their toler
ance of the weary and conscien
tious state of the interviewers.
There was an excessive
number of qualified candidates
for the wee number of positions
available. Many of the students
had similar ideals and views. It
appears that all the law stu
dents' interests will be well-rep
resented.
It was exemplary that the first
year class showed its support
and concern for our lew school
by coming out. in full force. I
. hope this willingness to partici
pate continues an~ manifests

throughout your stay, until your
graduation, and beyond as
alumni.
There are many activities and
other committees withln the
law school one can get involved
in. SBA still needs people for
the social c~mmittee; PARTY! I
Don't over extend yourself but
find your niche. We can all con
tribute to the Law School in dif
ferent ways. Let's make our Law
School and our experience here
both the best and most

meritorious.
If anyone has any comments
or suggestions on how to make
the interview process better,
please feel free to stop by the
SBA office during my office
hour or drop me a note.
Again it was a pleasure inter
viewing. I enjoyed hearing what
my colleagues feel is impor
tant and I believe itwill help me
better represent our concerns.
Persevere,
Shelley Rene Rice

The Opinion letter to editor policy
The Opinion encour41ges letters to tl)e editor. They should
not exceed 300 words. All letters mu's t be signed with name
and address. The name can be omitted from publication if there
is substantial reason to believe the author would be subject to
retaliation. The address can be omitted from publication at.the
request of the writer, b1:1t a gener~I locality ~ill be published.
No malicious or libelous statements will be. ,pu,blished, .The
editor rese,rves the right to edit letters and accept or reject them
on the basis of content or space.
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SBA Briefs

Sample Hedges on Parking, Greiner Settles on Names
by Brett Gilbert
From the President:
Hello! My name is Lori Cohen
and I'm President of the Stu
dent Bar Association: Oops,
that was last year. On to new
and different things. I'm ex
cited!
In my continuing effort to
keep people informed about
what the hell is going on around
this place, let me tell you what
the hell is going on.
Dean Search Committee.
(Pr:>logue: The SBA submitted
the names of two students for
membership on this commit
tee. The Provost's office wanted
two more names so that all four
could be considered for the two
slots.) After much discussion
amongst members of the SBA,
we decided that the most pro
ductive course of action would
be to submit the two additional
.names. We were certain that
the Provost's office would con
cur with our two selections, but
only after they could go to
Generalissimo Sample and say
that they had gone through the
imperial procedure he had set
down.
We also decided that, if it
came to it, students should
withdraw all support for any
Dean Search Committee that
did not include "authentic" stu
dent representatives.
Well, as we surmised, the
· Provost's office did not want to
pick a fight with us over this;
they accepted our two choices.
We compromised on the Pro'
vost's form, and he compro
mised on our substance. I'll take
substance over form any day!
Parking. .The presidents of
the four student governments

(SBA, SA, GSA, & MFCSA) had
a meeting with President Sam
ple on Thursday, October 16, at
7:30 a.m . (yuk!). Let me give
you my recollection of some·of
that meeting.
Presid.e nt Sample has no in
tention of accepting the Faculty
Senate's recommendation to
end restrictive parking. Sample
claims the decision to imple
ment restrictive parking was
made by Vice President Ed Doty
and he is not going to invade
Doty's turf since the decision
was a reasonable one. (This de
spite persistent rumors that it
was Sample and Provost Grein
er, not Doty, who were the real
motivators for restricted park
ing. Sample denies the ru
mors.)
When I suggested the deci
sion was not reasonable be
cause there was a lack of due
process (notice .and opportu
nity to be heard), Sample re
sponded that UB was not a
democracy and he had no in
tention of ,d iscussing every ad
ministrative decision with stu
dents; implying, of course, that
students have the same liberty
interest in parking as they do,
for example, in the color of
cafeteria trays. (Is it me, or is it
him?)
I then suggested that the ad
ministration weakened any
chance for a solution to the
parking problem because it is
now only, a problem for stu
dents and not one for the entire
university. Parking is no longer
a problem for the faculty/staff,
for they no longer have a vested
interest in Its solution. The ad
ministration has broken the sol
idarity of all of us to lobby

SUNY/Central for help with
this; now only voices of stu
. dents will be heard, and we all
know what that means.
True to form, Sample wants
a list .of eight students, from
which he will mysteriously
choose four, for membership
on the Parking Task Force, the
committee which will study and
recommend solutions to the en
tire parking problem. As with
the Dean Search Committee,
Sample does not want students
to designate their own repre
sentatives.
Paul
Verdolino
suggested that the four student
presidents (or their designees)
should be on the Task Force.
Sample refused.
Sample wanted me to send
him the names of two law stu
dents, what he got were the
names of the four student pres
idents. You know, it's funny
how you don'.t always get what
you want..
Well, before the meeting had
ended, Sample told me that he
"resented" some of the things
I said and that he was surprised
that a man of my education
would say some of the things I
said. Oh well, string me up by
my feet and tickle my fancy! I
will, needless to say, keep you
up to date on further develop
ments. Please, any suggestions
you may have can be placed in
box #670.
'
Appointments. The appoint
ment process is over and the
student representatives to law
school faculty-student commit
tees have been chosen. God
knows the process is not perfect
and can use some improving,
but I think we fiave an excellent
group of students to represent

us. I was especially pleased
with the number of first year
and minority students that in
terviewed. Boy, this is one hell
of a first year class. And I think
we sent a message to the ad-

ministration that most of us are
delighted over the assertive af
firmative action program this
law school conducts.
Well, that's it for now. Until
next time...

SBA Committee Appointments
Student Membership of
Faculty-Student Committees
1986-1987

Appointments Committee
Mary Anne Bobinski (3) #578
Jim Ghent (1) #89
Doug Hoffer (2) #414
Charles Johnson (2)
Alternate #551
Ad Hoc Planning Committee
Joel· Manchel (11 #157
Mitchell Lecture Committee
Derek Akiwumi (1) #1
Kevin Comstock (3) #615
Josh Rosenblum (·21 #495
Budget and Program
Review Committee
Terry Flynn (2) #384
Josh Rosenblum (2) #495
Jason Wohlford (1) #255
Vincent Falvo (1)
Alternate #71
Library Committee
Andrew Berchard (2) #305
, Al Dong (2) #634
Lisa Sizeland (1) #223
Roger Wilcox (2) #538
Admissions Committee
Mason Ashe (1) #8
Bill Hair (1) #100
Sujeet Mehanty (2) #460
Tina Marie Palmer (1) #178
Lisa Massaro (1) Alternate #152
Academic Standards and
Standing Committee

Ron Brown (gJ #588
Greg Jackson (3) #851
Awilda Matias (1) #153
Kathy Carmody (3) Alternate #596
Academic Policy and
Program Committee
John Bon{lzzi (1) #18
Diane Dean (3) #626
John WIiiiams (2) #539
Diana Harris (1) Alternate #101
Special Program Committee
Taryn Chapman (1) #336
Kenya Mann (1) #198
Eduardo Mejias (3) #724
Cynthia Ball (1) Alternate #262
Faculty-Student
Relations Board
Nancy Kirk (1) #265
Donna Pollman (1) #190
Barry Stopler (2)

Sub Board Rep
Marc Patulski (2) #481
Social Committee Chairperson
Robin Miller (3) #730
SBA Finance Committee
Derek Akiwumi (1) #1
H. Todd Bulford (3) #590
K. Katherin Cha (1) #38
Cherrie Maxwell (3) #718
Composition of Committees :
(Approximate)
50% First-year students
30% Second-year students .
20% Third-year students

RES IPSA LOQlllTUR
~
'Tiu Pieper 'J{f,w 'York_State. - Afultistate. 'Bar ~view offers an

'We empliasize .
sophisticated metrwry techniques, essay 'Ulriting skiffs anda concise,
organize£presentation of tfzt fuw. You wi[[ 6e preparea ana confofe,nt.
inte.gratea approach to

tfie 'l{f,w 'York_ 'Bar _
'E{am.

PIEPER NEW YORK - MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW
. It Speaks..For I ts.elf.
90 'J,1/if{is ~venue, 9vfineofa, 9'b" 11501 'Telepfwne: {516) 747-4311
PIEPER REPS
BRIAN BpRNSTErN
DORIS CARBONELL
JUDITH KUBINIEC

MARIA LOTEMPIO
AMY MURPHY
MARK POLLARD

JOf:IN ROWLEY
DONNA SIWEK
AMY SULLIVAN

EARLY REGISTRATION DISCOUNT TO DECEMBER 1, 1986

Greiner' s Assistant 0utlin·es .His Position .- ..
by Karen 'Buckley·
Minutes of SBA meetlng 0on
Mondey, October 6:
Note: As there was not

information on Kyle and Jim,
and expressing the opinion that
student representatives should
be chosen by the students
themselves.
Dr. Albino, theA ssistant to
the Provost, acknowledged that
we could not be expected to
know what goes on with the
Dean Search process and why
they want two more names.
She-assured us that the request
in no way reflected any judg
ment on the two names submit
ted. The biggest reason the Pro
vost wants the final say on who
is on the committee is the fact
that he is responsible for mak
ing the recommendation to the
President on who should be
,selected. Therefore, the ulti
mate responsibility is on
Greiner and he wants to be able
to review and select the mem
bers he will be working with.
Additionally, members of the
faculty and the Bar Association
are selected in the same manner - the Provost selects the
people from the constituency
from a group of nominees.
Dr. Albino, while 'impressed
with the information she re-

enough directors in attendance
to constitute a quorum, no offi
cial business was conducted.
The meeting for the week ofOc
tober 13 will be held on Wed
nesday, October 15'at5:30p.m.
Prnent: Brett Gilbert, Vicki
Arge.,to, Nancy Pringle, John
Williams, Jack Luzier, Paul
Karp, Lois Lieberman, Derek
Akiwumi, Karen Buckley, Andy
Winston, Sheri-13erlowitz.
Guests: Dr. Judy Albino,
George Villegas.
Dr. Judy Albino came over to
discuss the position of l?~ovost
Greiner in regard to the selec
tion of student representatives
on the Dean Search Committee.
Apparently, he was displeased
with the fact that only • two
names were forwarded to 'his
office, instead o.f the t.raditional
four, which would allow him to
make the final choice as to who
would represent the students
on the committee. Brett had
communicated with the Pro
vost's office, sending additional

ceived from Brett on Kyle and
Jim, questioned whether it was
in the best interest o( the search
to have two first year students
on the committee. Various
members of the Board poin~
out the fact that many up
perclassmen in the school had
a. bad feeling about the Dean
Search as a result of the fiasco
last year. First year student s do
not share the cynicism that
many of us have, and would be
able to present a fresh outlook
to an old problem. Moreover,
these students would not be sit
ting on the committee as first
year law students, but as repre
sentatives of the whole school.
As John pointed out, the deci
sion will not be made right
away, and they will have had
time to familiarize themselves
with the school and its students' needs.
Brett, Jack and Karen ex
plained the selection proce
dures, and the qualities we
were looking for when we inter
viewed people for the-position .
Other members of the Board
emphasized that the .Provost

has NO contact with the students here, and only the stu
dents would be in a position to
make an informed decision as
to who the best representative
would be. Dr. Albino agreed
that it is somewhat different
with students, as there is no
background from which that of
fice could make a choice, other
than what they see on paper. She
said that she was impressed with
the criteria used by the Execu
tive Board to make the decision,
and that we looked for all the
same things she would · (gee,
thanks).
Yet, as some take comfort in
rules and procedure, so too
does the office of the Provost.
Dr. Albino said that she would
feel mucli better procedurally if
we sent over two more names
for review. After receipt of this,
she suggested that a group (34) come over and discuss all
four candidates together.
The Board, after Dr. Albino
left, discussed her proposal,
and agreed to send over two
mor~ names in the spirit of
good fa ith . · However, we did

make it clear to her that we were
standing ·behind our original
choices, and the principle that
student representatives should
be chosen by STUDENTS, not
some adn;iinistrator in Capen
Hall. The agreement to comply
with her request was done as a
means to keep the lines of com
munication open between the
Provost's office aAd the Board,
something that has been a real
problem in the past. It was the
feeling of the members present
that our candidates would in
fact be chosen, but that she just
wanted things to be done in ac
cordance with procedure. We
decided that confrontation at
this point was not the best
route, and that if things did not
turn out the way we hope, then
we will decide what to do when
the situation arises.

Overall , Dr. Albino was im
pressed with the Board and our
reasons for the decision we
made and our position on prin
ciple. We showed that we were
not raving lunatics, but adults
who gave considerable thought
before espousing a position .

Local Phi Alpha Delta Chapter Initiates Nine

Phi Alpha Delta Justices

District Justice Robert R. Marquardt
.,,

by Ed Jozwiak .
Chapter Marshall
On Thursday, October 16,
nine people were initiated into
the Carlos Alden Chapter of the
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
International in the Moot Court
Room . The initiates were :
Derek B. Akiwumi, Cynthia Ball,
Michele Bennett, Maureen Con
nors, Daniel lbarrondo, Deborah
Solot, Barry Stopler\ Forrest
Strauss and Richar~,:Wong.
' . Du ring .t he cerefl\Ony, the
group was addressed by Dis
trict Justice Robert R. Mar
quardt. He spoke about the vari
ety of programs sponsored by
PAD along with the benefits of
membership.
Marquardt alsci discussed the
support offered by PAD mem
bers and its alumni. He referred
.to the biannual convention in ·
Baltimore t his ; past August;:
where th e delegates traveled to ·
the Supreme Court and were .
s
addressed by brother Chie,f Ju_
tice Warren Berger.
It' s not too fate to join· PAD.
Another initiation ceremony
will be held in the spring semes
ter. For those interested in join
ing or in learning more about
PAD, stop by the PAD office or
drop a note in box 423 .

0

The Buffalo Law School Directory will now be a reality. In an effc ' to unify
the student body,. Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity will soon have available to all
law students the FREE 19.86-87 Law School Direct~ry. Don't miss your last
ch~nce to :be included!! If you have not already responded, please fill out this
slip and drop ·it in the collection box located under the PAD bulletin board in
the· mailroom by Friday, November 7.

Phi Alpha Delta

George Faust congratulates new member

----NEED RESUMES. ....
·1N A HURRY?
Two day service in most cases!
About 5 minutes from Amherst Campus

ACCU-TYPEsetting, Inc.
47 Christine Drive • Tn. Amherst, NY 14120
(offSweet Home Rd. between No. F~nch & Ton•w•nd• Creek Rd.)

(716) 691-7480

-----------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------·----Y~S!!! 1_~a~t, to be listed in the free Law School Di~ectory~==
(please prm!)

•

Quality • Dependability • Fast Service • Moderate Prices
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The
Environmental
Quality ·
Bond Act

\~i\ti\ti\ti\fi\ti\tiiti\ti\ti\~\iii\ti
The Black Law Students Association '
And The
Latin, Asian~ Native American
Law Students Association

• What is it?
• Should you vote for it on -November 4?
• What will it accomplish for the future of
New York State

PRESENT A LAW DAY

LalN & The 21 s.t Century:
Making The Difference

Come find out on Wednesday , Ocotber 29 (today)
in O'Brian Hall , room /06
sponsored by the Environmental Law Society ·

FREE REFRESHMENTS!!

IBM
MICROCOMPUTERS AND
PKOPRINTERS
Are now available in the AV
department, of the Law Library
Two IBM PC's and two IBM Proprinters
are now available for your use
in the A-V Center
on the 5th noor of the Law Library

at the

UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO .
LAW SCHOOL
JOHN LORD O'BRIAN .HALL,
AMHERST CAMPUS
------Panel Discussions:-----
women & the Law, Affirmative Action, Public Sector vs. Private Sector
Student Life, Life in Academia, Financial Assistance, Social Responsibility,
The Admissions Process, Plus a Keynote Address.

Reception to Follow

Just in time
for your
Moot Court briefs
seminar papers
resumes and cover letters ---- •
$$ letters home $$

Date: November 8, 1986
Time: 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Coffee and Doughnuts V'fill be served

BRING YOUR OWN SOFIWARE, BLANK DISKETfESAND PAPER.
. (Your diskettes should be double-sided, double-density.)

Users are required Jo present
Law School I.D.
Campus Blues
by Shelley Rene Rice

Asian Law Students Organization,
Black Student Union, African Students Association

~,~

~,~-~,~~t,

~,~~,~~,~~,, ~,~ ~,~~,~~,,~,~ ~,~

You... · coM£ r1J scHooL. 11v
·BuF~ALD AND

The research paper
can't be -escaped
Party all night
sleep all day

YOtl... Ge,... TH€ f5JLL'5 •••

i\\\\\\\1\\11\1\\\11\1\\\

Study anytime
besides cram time
NOWAY
The cram time blues
a library snooze?
A 's & D's, B's & C's
Drop Out?
Get High?
LSD, Cocaine?
Paperblotter, Windowpane?
THC?
Ain't no one higher than
Weee
Drunk on Brews
Lots of gossip & news
Serious trips
Rival Cliques

,,. ,Ht PAR.KIN~,,.,

He said she sa id
Who sl ept with whom
Many would major in
Phys Ed or Anatomy
if one could

YbU.. ,HINK. rr
COUl.DAJ'T Get A.<1Y W1>11.$€•••

... AND.
;

Oreo's, Militants
even the Ku Klux Klan
Eastsiders, Westsiders
& one night easyriders

JUS'( kJMeA)

:!"Ve 8UAJ l?.£.J!lfcD BY
Evcll.Y SuFrAU) LAW
Pl/1..M Ll)l)K.//\J(, Fol{ A
'SUMl1ER., A!ISCUAT'e.

Venereal disease
Midterm pregnancy
A Maternity leave
with no return
Let's just hope
We pass & learn
to secure a position
with a big 8 firm
You Must
BS for that BA
in BS

Or that
- - - ~ iJD
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• continued from page 6

ence and a recognized exper
there are other demands on my
tise."
time."
Saying that her office · has ·
"I'm pleased with what l'.v..e
been very good in responding
done here," she added. "I'm
to her family responsibilities,
pleased with what I'm doing
Mago said: "This to my mind
here. And I'm pleased with
is the perfect job. Government
what I'm doing with the -rest of
is very good for having a family
my life. And I think that's a very
(she recently had her second
good balance."
child). People around here
(Editor's note: Diane D~an is
know what I can do, that I'm
the Graduate Assistant for Pub
willing to put in the time it takes
lic Interest / Public Service
to do the job. But there is also
Legal Careers.)
a willingness to recognize that

Billing Procedures .... .,.
per semester, and the actual
awarq received for the semes
ter.
(5) Effective with the 1987
Spring Semester, continuing
students should preregister.
The first bill of the Spring
Semester wi_ll be dated De
cember 19, 1986.
(6) Payment of tuition and
fees and all semester charges
are_due before the f i rst day of
classes. All students billed for
i me after the first reg
the first t_
ular invoice (December 16,
1986) will pay a $20 late P!IY·
ment fee and a $20 late process
ing fee . There will be no excep
tions.
All continuing students that
do not preregister will pay the
late processing fee beginning
December, 1986.

Exam Schedule
tQ stay at school longer for
exams. This does not make
sense! Aren't upperclassmen
supposed to begin their exams
early so that they are finished
earlier, having received no
·break during the semester?
Finally, after examining this
depressing exam schedule, I
noticed that only one exam is
scheduled on each of five differ- ..
· ent days of the twelve day exam
period. Further, no exams are
scheduled on Saturday, De
cember 20, a perfectly good day
for an exam . Exams are given
. the Saturday l:!efore. It seems
to me that good policy would
require at least ,two exams
being scheduled for each day
of the exam period and for the

•

•

• •

• continued from page 7

Students will be informed of
these changes by notices in the
"Reporter" and the "Spec
trum." Signs posted at the pre
·registration sites and in Depart
ment Offices, and notices en
closed with the first and second
bills for the 1987 Spring Semes
ter. The release in the "Report
er" will be followed up with ads
in the "Spectrum" until the
changes become effective. Re
minder ads for the 1987' Fall
Semester will be run in the April
and May issues.
Please become familiar with
the content of this memo. Your
help in pro.v iding accurate in
formation to students will assist
us in better serving their needs.
I will be pleased to provide
additional information as you
may need it.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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• continued from page 7

Saturdays which fall within it.
While I understand that there
are a lot of "details" to be "con
sidered" when.~ aking up an
exam schedule, ~ich I prob
ably don't "fully appreciate," I
also don't feel the administra
tion fully appreciates the ne.ed
that some of us have to be with
our families c1nd unwind after a
Ion§, grueling seme·ster. There
is simply no. reason that any
student should have to be at UB
taking an exam past December
20. I think I speak for a large
number of students in asking
the administration to review
and amend this exam schedule.
Thank you .
Dana Young

Gary Peller . . . . . . . ··

continued from page 8

said . "Even the language we
same tradition but "push it
use is so deeply grounded in
much farther" to propose
"another whole way of ·think
male identity" that we first have
to fashion a new language that
ing," pointed out Marcus.
"My image is not: No theo
is "more reflective experiental
ly in our bodies as well as in
ry," said Peller, in response to
our heads." Sexism is apparent
the comments of the panelists.,.
even in the choice of authors
Rather, it is a criticism of the
we discuss. The panel partici
particular form of discourse of
power that is now elevated by
pants who were so concerned
about Foucault and Lacan and · which the other.discourses "are
"a whole bunch of prominent
marginalized." In the end "the
goal," said Freeman, "is the re
French men." However, they
have neglected · the French . covary of possibility."
women who write out of the

Costume!

The Opinion schedule for the 1986 Fall Semester is as follows: .
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LAYOUT**

DATEOF
PUBLICATION

Mon.,Nov.3

Thur., Nov. 6

W~d.,Nov. 12

27:7

Mon.,Nov. 17

Thur., Nov. 20

Wed., Nov. 26

27:8

Mon.,Nov.24

Sun., Nov. 30/

Fri., Dec.5
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COPY
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*Deadline is 12:00 noon.
**Layout will be in The Opinion office, room 724 O'Brian Hall at 6 p.m.
All articles must be typed double-spaced. Submissions can be plc1ced in the manila envelope outside
The Opinion office, roomI 724 O'Brian Hall. ·
Staff meetings are held every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the office.
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IS THE

BAR REVIEW

The Nation's Largest and Most Personalized Bar Review.
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 New York, N.Y. 1001
(212) 594-3696 • . (201) 623-3363

Head Rep:
H. TODD BULLARD

3rd. Yr. Head Rep.
KEVIN COMSTOCK
Bernetta Bourcy
Karen Buckley
Robin Chekla
Mary Comertord
Nancy Decarlo
Keith Fabi
Tammy Gordon
Paul Karp
Katie Keib
Jay Kennigsberg
Alicia Lacappruccia
Jay Lippman
Dave Platt
Rick Resnick

Steve Ricca
Colleen Rogers
Debbie Rosenband
Robin Rosenberg
Jenni.fer Sanders
Joel Schecter
Evan Shapiro
Leslie Shuman
Karen Silverman
Eric Snyder* ·
Lar'ry Spiccasi
Sam Spiritos
Bonnie Mettica

2nd. Yr. Head Rep.
BARRY STOPPLER
Cora Alsante*
Steve Balmer*
Shari Berlowitz
Mike Biehler**
Mary Casey
Melanie Collins
Gail Ellin{Jton**
Susan G·ass**
Susari Gigacz
Lois Liberman

*please contact these people to inquire
about their status
**associate reps
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Bob McBride**
Ramon Perez ·
Josh B. Rosenblum
Nancy Steiger
Barry Stapler
Lisa Strain
Jim Teirney
John J. Williams
Dana Young

DAVID FRASER
is

;,,

CANUCK
DUNDEE

1
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A Critical Legal Studies Satlrelll

?

Starring David Fraser" Produced by
Alan Freeman and Betty Mensch*
Sponsored by Labatt& Brewery, the

National Hockey League, and A.C.M.P.

Basis Pi<;tures Present .. . TAX GUYS
·~tarring Lou Del Cotto and Ken Joyce
as themselves. Directed by Charles Telford

Groaner Takes Control And
Declares Self Law ·Dean
by Frank N. Stein .
In a move that surprised no
one, University Proviso Ima
Groaner announced ec1rlier
today that he has appointed
himself as permanent dean of
the UB Law School.
"I'm in control now," Groan~
er exclaimed. "Those sniveling
little law students wanted a per
manent flean and now they've
got one - me!"
Groaner said he wilf still re
tain his post as University Pro
viso 'while assuming the new
position. He added that he will
also assume any other adminis
trative position which needs to
be filled at the University, or
elsewhere.
"I'm sick of the search com
mittees, I'm sick of Fret Giblets,
and I'm si'!:k of the press,"
Groaner snorted.
Groaner, in making his an- ·
nouncement, also fueled tl)e
fires of speculation that he may
join the Kemp:\<eane ciash or
other political forays when he
threw out buttons proclaiming
"Groaner is God" and "Groaner
Looks Great in '88."
United Law Students Front
President Fret Giblets, in antici -

pation of such a move by
immediately
an
Groaner,
nounced the formation of a new
Dean Search Committee.
"We won't let this fascist dic
tator get away with this, " Gib
lets said. "We'll find our own
dean and we'll fight this thing
until the end."
Among those slated to be in
terviewed by Giblets' Dean
Search Committee include
Whoopi Goldberg, Bill Murray,
and Pee Wee Herman.
"We think any of these candi
dates would inject some much
needed humor ir)to the Law
School atmosphere and pre
serve if not add to the levity of
the Buffalo Model ," Giblets
said.
Groaner called Giblets "a
stinking little socialist who'll
never get away with this. I'm in
charge and there's nothing any
one can do to change that.
Period."
Giblets said, "We'll see about
that. I'm organizing a protest ,
and asking each student to take
two bricks from O'Brian Hall. If
everyone does this, Groaner
will be dean of a hole in the
ground."
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Missing Secretary Returns
by Arthur V. Nyquist

Law School secretary "Rose
anne" surprised co-workers yes
terday when she crashed her
own memorial service.
Roseanne disappeared from
her fifth floor O'Brian office
early last week. Co-workers as
sumed she was either dead or
kidnapped. When no ransom
note arrived, fellow secretaries
prepared to mourn their lost
colleague with a brief, but taste-

ful, memorial service.
But no sooner had coffee and
doughnuts been passed around
than in strolled the guest of
honor!
" I was just photocopying,"
said the miraculously returned
Roseanne. Profe~sing surprise
at co-workers' reaction, she
·explained : "I wasn't gone mu.ch
longer than usual, but thanks
for the flowers.''.
- October 29, 1986 The Opinion
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Amid a flurry of protest from
overz~alous sec·ond year com 
petitors,. the Moot Court Board
yesterday announced their de
cision to terminate the compe
tition at UB Law School. When
Robin Checkla, president of the
board was asked to explain this
sudden change, she said "Moot
Court is just another resume
stuffing, anxiety producing
gimmick - a vestige of tradi
tional law school which is
counter to the· true Buffalo
Model."
Protests raised included the
fact that the termination occur
red in the middle of the compe
tition when ·several teams have
already spent hours research
ing and writing briefs. Mellower

students who had not even read
the cases at the-time o~the an
nouncement are~ling in
their wise use of time.
A few competitors have ap
proached Marjorie Girth, asso
ciate dean, to appeal for course
credit. A second year who
asked that her name be with
held said that when she spoke
with Girth, she argued " ...read:
ing all that m'aterial on due
process would be just a waste
of time without getting some
thing."
While Girth has not declined
the requests of the disgruntled
competitors, the word is that an
award of credit is unlikely. Sym
pathetic faculty have recom
mended a seminar for the
spring semester which has al-

Pat's Endorsements Grow;
10 More Dean Candidates
by David Letterhead_
Provost William Greiner's
Top Ten Law School
Dean Candidates
10. Former Talk Show Host,
Merv Griffin
9. Sit-com CCJt-Up, Mclean
Stevenson
8. California Angels' Manager,
Gene Mauch •·
7. Cable Health Network Star,
Dr. Art Ulene
6. "Hogan's · Heroes" zany,
Larry Hovis
5. New York Met Outfielder,
Mookie Wilson
4. "Life S
ch and
Famous" Host, ·Roo
each
3. "Happy Days" Star, Anson
Williams
2. Buffalo Bills Coach, Ha'nk
Bullough
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1. Bob Keeshan, formerly
Captain Kangaroo
Ten People, Other Than God,
That Have Told Pat Robflrtson
To Run For Presid•nt:
10. Actress Sharon Tate
9. Hollywood Square, Charlie
Weaver
8. Singer Elvis Aaron
Presley
7. Secretary of the Treasury,
Alexander Hamilton
6. "Leave It To Beaver" Star,
Hugh. Beaumont
5. Comedienne, Totie Fields
4. Wine Salesman, Orson
Wells
3. Singer, Rick "Don't call me
Ricky" Nelson
2. Monolith, John "Duke''.
Wayne
1. Director, Cecile B. DeMllle
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ready come to be known by its
detractors as The Yellow Room
Revisited.
The crushing blow has lead
some of this year'!! participants
to question the authority of
Checkla and her board mem
bers to waive national Moot
Court participation for the en
tire student body. SBA Presi
dent Brett Gilbert has repeat-

edly declined specific com
ment, but has suggested that is
sues so intrinsically academic
are beyond the ken of SBA.
Others have expressed relief
that they will now be relieved
of saying words like "urine"
_and "bathroom" several times
in front of potential employers.
While a final determination
from the administration is still

Bathrooms
At present, Sample's plan
calls for faculty and staff volun
teers to act as "restroom
monitors,," somewhat akin to
high school hall monitors. Each
faculty and staff member will be
issued a "Lavatory Pass"
whl.ch, according to Sample,
will be difficult for students to
duplicate. Any person wishing
to enter a faculty bathroom will
have to display his or her pass
to the bathroom monitor. Ac
cording to Sample, the mon
itors will be instructed to turn
away anyone, including Sam
ple himself, who does not pos
sess the proper pass. The
monitors will be armed.
This latest presidential de
cree will inevitably affect law
studen~s. a_s O'Brian Hall seems
to be the hardest-hit of build
ings on the Spine. Closed to stu
dent use will be the first floor
multi-stall restrooms, because
so many teachers teach classes

forthcoming, a decision man
dating the competition at least
for this year is considered
somewhat impracticable: Sev
eral Moot Court Board mem- ·
bers have indicated ·that they
will support Checkla and will re
fuse to administer the-program
as well as remove any mention
of Moot Court from their
resumes.
• continued from page I

on that floor; third, fourth and
student, who refused to pe
fifth floor single stall restrooms, · identified, complained: "I came
because of various faculty and
to Buffalo because I th~ugh the
staff offices on those floors:
atmosphere would be liberal,
and the third and fifth floor · but now I see that the Buffalo
lavatories in the Law library,
Model is just a big farce. Law
largely for the benefit of the
school is turning into prison,
Reference librarians and A-V
and I don't like it."
staffers.
The closing of the first floor
bathrooms is certain to cause
Sample's plan, although
unrest. Because first floor class
newly unveiled, seems de
rooms are so large, those bath
stined for unpopularity. While
rooms are inevitably crowded
he emphasized that "students
with students at specific times
who really need to go to the
of the day. Now students will
bathroom will not have to hike
have to run to the second floor
half-way across campus to find
restrooms which, although
one," the faculty bathroom plan
multi-stall, will be inundafed
is inconvenient and unfair. If
with undergrads who have
parking lots, as some have
been banned from various
suggested, are not suitable
Baldy and Norton bathrooms.
causes for protests, tt:ien
Although it is stilt early, and
perhaps bathrooms are·. And if the proposal has not even gone
a student protest means that we
into effect yet, reaction to the
have to see Verdolino remove
plan is overwhelmingly un
his shirt again, that's a chance
favorable. One second year law
we have to take.

Pumpkin Meat Band

• • • • • • '.
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your most exciting case?
PH: Well, it's getting awfully
dark out now, it's time for me
to help my family get out of the
TV. Any other questions?
MC: No. Thanks for letting .me
spend some time here at the of-

fice with you.
PH: I gotta go now. Bye.
As is evident, Mr. Haydirt is
t very busy, complex, strange,
weird, bizarre, odd sort of attor
ney. However, his clients speak
very highly of him. In a11y e41se,

law students who are interested
in the field of entertainment law
will certainly find it to be both
challenging and rewarding -be
cause of its complex.ities and
contact with famous stars.

